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Abandoned underground storage tanks 
(LIST) that have not been properly closed 
at formerly used defense sites may pre- 
sent potential leaking problems, spilling 
their hazardous contents into nearby 
soils, groundwater, and well water. The 
risk to the environment or population 
associated with the leaking USTs de- 
pends not only on the source, but on the 
migration pathway factor (i.e., the ability 
of the medium of transport—such as soil 
or water—to effectively transport the con- 
taminants to the "receptor") and finally on 
the relative vulnerability of the potential 
receptor. Thus, the assessment of the 
relative risk begins with the calculation of 
the potential of the UST to leak. The 
Warren Rogers leak prediction model was 
developed circa 1981, and has been 
used for USTs and incorporated into leak 
prediction models for other types of 
underground steel structures. 

The U.S. Army Construction Engineering 
Research Laboratories (USACERL) has recently 
modified the Rogers Leak Potential Index (LPI) 
Model for steel USTs by incorporating a wall 
thickness term. The resulting revised models 
express the age-at-leak as a function of sur- 
rounding soil parameters and tank geometric 
parameters. These new models were partially 
validated by comparing their predictions with 
observations from the TANKMAN database. 

The leak prediction and probability models will 
be part of a triage program to prioritize the order 
of tank removal. The modified LPI (MLPI) pro- 
vides useful LPI information if only minimal tank 
location and tank geometric data are available. 
Specifically, the MLPI requires only the know- 
ledge of the UST's current age, its wall thickness 
(or capacity), and its geographic location within 
the United States. 
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1   Introduction 

Background 

Abandoned unbound ^e ^«££££22^ 
Cosed at formerly used defense sites (FUDS) "eS*     poundwater, and 

well water.   The total ™*J™ »°££ and radioactive waste (CON/HTEW). 
classified as containerized hazardoustoxic ana:r 
CON/HTRW includes petroleum, oil, and lubricants (POL)   benze ^ 

i    „ rp-nno and radioactive waste products,   the nsa u> ethylbenzene, xylene (BTEX), and ramo ^ onJy 

environment and population associated with the ^^>=        P f ^ 

on the source, hut on the »^*^^ *^£^rt the con- 
medium of transport-such as -1 ^nlV" vulnerLity of the 
taminants to the "receptor") and finally on the rel ^ 

calculation of the potential of the US 1 to lea*, prediction 
ieakage of these USTs is therefore desirable   ^^X'aUST wiU ,eak 

index (LH, ^^;^s::;^z -£ - - - - - 
or the probability of a UST leak at any gi s LPI.model users, 
readily available, or not easily and *—^^l ^ 1981, and has 

The Warren Rogers leak *"^^^^ models for other types 
been used for USTs and incorporated into leak preaicuu 

of underground steel structures. 

Objective 

rst'Sh0,5 medt: of >r:—: «, «*. ^ —> *- - 
(e.g., UST age, UST geometric parameters, and tank location). 
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Approach 

The current LPI was modified to provide a ranking index of «high» «medium» or 
low» leak potential as a function of only UST age, UST geomeL p^lrs 

a" ^czr1 T ^modification was based °n =- aval awe to USACERL as m-house data, including data on leaking and „„„ 
esac^g ^t TTANKMAN database- ^ » P"*Z£Z£ZZ 

as calculated by tho modified LPIs will be compared with eating tank stZT 
Performance of the candidate modified LPIs regarding their j££££ 
UST leak statue was correlated with the known UST status. 

Scope 

This report describes the results of a research pmgram to develop an LPT 
pretoco, for the prioritization of abandoned UST removal at FV^ZZs^U 
are based on apphcation of the principle of mathematical modeling, sousdent 

zirZrnsrt^
the • °f araflabi* UST

 —■£* locZ miormation, and the three major parameters of UST age  geometrv *nrf lOQv 

model that proves a ranking index of "high,- «medium," „r low" leak potenäaT 
A method of assessing the leak risk of concrete USTs is also preset" 

Mode of Technology Transfer 

It is suggested that the LPI model and nrnWoi k~ • ,  , . 
Pnmo   „p    . uioaei and protocol be incorporated into U.S Armv 
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2  Database, Early Work, and Modification 

Rogers Leak Age Prediction Model 

,„;,„,, 1QSm Remrt on the Statistical Analysis of A report from Warren Rogers (circa 1980) , Report o 
Corrosion Failures Ion] Unprotected undergroundJ^l ^* 

starting point for the work reported her, £££££££. and (2, a 
geometry and surrounding sod data «4 ^^^ rooted in well- 
widely recognized semi-empirical leak »T^ corrosion rate formulae 

established corrosion chemistry *^ "f-^" does not include the 
Montana X986). However, the ^   -*™%* because, given that 

will develop leaks at a later age. 

The relevant parameters in the Rogers,eak age^d^nn equ ation(WR) are £e 

«response' variable age   or ^~^£  j^ ^ thickne8s (T)> sod 
•predictor" variables: tank capactty (S), the tank-°^ md 

resistivity (R), and soil chennstry (e.g., pH), relatI™ ff T is measured 

relative sulfide content (Su>. (Note that S is measured m gaftm , ^ 
in inches, R is measured in ohm-cm  and pH, M   and ^u _ 

Eogers established that M - 1 «^tS^these and other 
sulfides are present; otherwise, Su - 0.)   A <=™P ded  ^ 
abbreviations  and  acronyms appear^; m thm «port   s  a  J^ ^ ^ 

Appendix A. lb ^^^^Z^^^ **«* ^ *■*— 
first necessary to correlate - j^J^ the as8umption that the tank 
measurements.   It is also «««» „e  correlated „«. tank wall 
capacities referenced in ttm ^.^» model „,« the residual 
thicknesses in accordance with Table l. r or MUati„ns   (Residual 
standard deviations are used as a means of comparmg *   equate. J 

is defined as the difference between the actual •££» »*^ieBBm, each 

leak age predicted by the model under 7"°^^^ and 
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Table 1. UST shell thickness as a function of tank capacity. 

Tank Capacity (gal)a 
Shell Thickness (In.)" 

 ———_ i_____ I U.O^J 

(Source: Underwriter's Laboratories Standards UL58/UL746) 
' 1 gal = 3.785 liters 
" 1 in. = 25.4 mm 

USACERL TR-98/50 

that localized anodes are nec- 
essary for the development of 
corrosion leading to perfora- 
tion (Rogers, circa 1980). 

Soil parameters are especially 
relevant for USTs that are im- 
properly installed (e.g., when 
the tank is buried in direct 
contact with the sou).  Indeed, 
field experience indicated that 
the part of the tank most likely 
to develop leaks is the bottom 
third   (USACERL,   November 1995)   Thi,infn™+-     • • mrd   (USACERL,   November 

1995). This; information is consistent with observations that, in the past manv 
tanks were buried with no backfill on the bottom, but with backfill added oX 
tops and sides (Hock 1995). Also, the bottom third of the UST is more IZyZ 

ÄSTt0 the water table>which is — - --Ä 

Modification of the Rogers Model 

USACERL undertook the development of a localized corrosion leak prediction/ 

r«c fa r°t ifor rusTs -a "■«*» °ts°a« ™*<TZ met™ factors to be used in conjunction with the U.S. Environmental VrrtJ ws«PA,) 199SEPAstudytaattM ^"7 *~ 
tins study, p,t depths (resulting from localized corrosion) in the w^of ^i 
wall be determined using a robotically operated in situ ubJT^J^ 
measurement device. Knowledge of the maximum pit depth at a g,™ ^d 

~ TTlt *° predict the age at which ^rf°ra«- -m ««7S 
predrcWprobabnrty model could also be used as part of a triage program ^ 
determine the order in which tanks should be examined.   ' 

The leak prediction model i. to be expressed as a function of tank age (i e   its 
tune of exposure to the corrosive environment) in addition to fhe ^ 

• ASTM = American Society for Testing and Materials. 
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■p^r-ot n tank wall thickness 
pensions and the surrounding soil £%£*££ ^™ by Rogers 
term will be incorporated into the exrstmg "^pres-s the time-to-leak 
(circa 1980), in order to prodnce a ^ ™™J^ geometric parameters 
as a function of soil p—»»*£ r*£* ^ ^ ^ 
(including onguml wall thickness^ tank,s age (ie__ 

rr: :.cr rr^:p—. - * «*~ - 
geometry and soil parameters. 

PLA=f(R,S,T,pH,MJSu) 

This equation can be rearranged to: 

T = g(PLA,R,S,pH,M,Su) 

where "f and "g" represent mathematical functions. 

For a leaking tan, the — P* ^ J^ tLC- l^en 
exposure to the corrosive envrronment, or PLA equa 
point in time (or "age at the time of mspectmu ). That is, 

T = n     @ PIA=Age 

Tnerefore, for that same tank under the same set of conditions at any age, the 

maximum pit depth can be determined by: 

Pmax = g(Age,R,S,pH,M,Su) [Eq3] 

- WK Canada ^J^^^J^JTS^^^ tanks and 127 nonleaking tanks,  ine samp 

tanks were 14.69 years and 7.03 years, respectively. 

The leak prediction model derived by Rogers can be stated as: 

PLA = [(5.57R005S-°018)] [exp(0.13PH -0.4lM-0.26Su)] 0*14] 
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where PLA = age (in years) to first leak.   Only data for th» in v     *    , 
used in the recession«   Thn „    i   i- e leaklng tanks were 

In 1992, Guglomo et al. described the MicroGPIPFT? (Mrx>\      A I     t. , 

«ted to produce the MGP ££££££ ™ ** ~» *■**»* 

PIA . 23.5 + ([45.9R-S-T'] [exp(0.13pH -0.41M-0.26Su,]) [Eq 5, 

D     =lctn 

PmM [Eq6] 

where pmax = maximum pit depth,   t = timo ««m««™™» + 

should range from ye to 2/3, dcpending on ^ ^ «J^^ (l969>- » 
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3  Description of New Models 

New Models 

^e form chosen for the revised candidate leak prediction models is given ns 

follows: 

PLA=AR
B
SW tEq7a] 

where. E=exp[(apH)+(ßM)+(YSu)]. [Eq7b] 

L product for. is appeal because * ^^~£2Ä 
extrapolated to lower boundary conditions (re   PLA->^0 as 

terms. 

The resale models were not regarded as vend * they did not seem to have 
coefficients and exponents of the right sign. For example: 

!.        PLA shonld increase as R or T increases; therefore, the exponents of these 

parameters must be positive. 

a PLA should increase as pH increases; therefore, the coefficient in the 

argument of the exponent must be positive. 

3 PLAshould decrease as M or Su increases; therefore, the coefficients of M 

and Su in the argument of the exponent must be negative. 

, The models should give reasonable and believable values based on field 
4'        llZttplrience'especially when extrapolated to boundary limits. 
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friT' T Criteria "• "" baSed °n aPPMCaä0n °f »*-W*tad physical ™: 19l6r
osion snence Md empwca]"- °f "* •— ^- 

For the parameter S, the sign of the exponent is not as obvious, and good 
arguments exist for it to be either negative or positive. One might expect Pll to 
decrease as S mcreases, as a resuR of increased chances that coLsion will ofcnr 

vT.d Ia?e7UrfaCe ™" exposed *»th* ««*• environment. This expectation 
wouM indicate a negahve exponent for S.  However, the exponent of S could be 

T        ST„<aS mdiCated * ^ " " S fa—s' T ^° --eases.   The 
mcrease m T, however, is not a continuous function of S, but occurs in steps (i e 
a constant value of T exists over a specific size interval, and oZ üli e 
mtervd threshold is exceeded, the T values increase to the next level, as l\Z 
1). Also, for the range of S1zes in the WE data only four thickness values apply. 

Actually, the more useful predictive parameter may be "surface area- a larger 
surface area would result in a greater chance of corrosion.  Also, a tank vlh a 
arger surface area will more likely corrode due to a higher ratio if cathodeTea 

to anode area, with the earliest pit acting as the anode, and the uncord 
porfion of the tank wall acting as the cathode. In that cas , it is suggTstTtto 
fi-turo   models   use   "surface   area»   as   a   predictor,   rather  thf capX 
mnforfimataly, the surface area information is not always available, but beTuse 
USTs are typ.cally constructed according to UL58, a correlation generally exists 
between capacty and axea.)  Indeed, other researchers indicate !he import 

MclTttTrf T " a re'eVant Parameter-    S°me -^.s actuary include the surface area term in lieu of capacity (Rogers 1990). 

Three variations on the exponential term of the leak prediction model were 
consmered.   The three mode* resulting from these regressions were generic 

1. ™s«ctingthevaluesofa,ß,TtothosegivenbytheRogersModel. 

2. multiplying_each of the Rogers values of «,ß,r (sometimes called «chemistry 
parameters') by the same scaling factor, determined by the regret 
anaW (Note that this is also equivalent to raising the Lp tel~ 
original Rogers equation to a power equal to the scaling factor.) 

3.  imposing no restrictions on the values of ct,ß,y. 
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Results 

The age at which a leak occurs (PIA) is assumed to be a normal random variable 
Ir wSh au expectation value can be predicted (to some degree) as a function of 
six explanatory variables (K, S, T, pH, M, and Su). 

First Variation 

Starting with the product form of the revised model as cited earlier, and taking 

logarithms, a linear equation of the form results: 

ln(PLA)-ln(E) = ln(A) + Bln(R) + Cln(S) + Fln(T) tEq 8] 

Note that, by p.acing "ln(E)" on the left side of the *^* *££**£ 
"response" variable. The full response variable is now "ln(PIA)-ln(E) . In this 
cTse the vie of V is computed by using the values of «AT » 8™n m the 
Zers Model. (Recall that E . exp((apHWpM,+(ySu)]). The predator vanable 
legZZ nn(S)," -WD.' Now the least squares multiple me„ rag— 

performed using Excel« and Statistica™, and the constants ™^C'™^ 
determined. Finally, the inverse transformation is performed, and the original 

form of the equation, given by 7a and 7b, is restored: 

PLA=AE'ScE'"r 

where: A =23.03 

B = 0.03388 

C = -0.1063 

D = l 

F = -0.07220 

with a residual standard deviation of 5.58 years, and coefficient of determma- 
*n r = 0 1788. It is obvious that this model is not valid, because the exponent 
rfT is negative, and this clearly violates physical principals.  Furthermore, the 

coefficient of determination is very low. 
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Second Variation (Scaled Model) 

The logarithmic transformation can be rewritten so that "ln(PLA)" is the 
response variable and «ln(E)" forms one of the predictor variables along with 
"ln(R)," «ln(S)," and "ln(T)" in the form of: 

ln(PLA) = ln(A) + Bln(R) + Cln(S) + Dln(E) + Fln(T) [Eq 9] 

In this case, the coefficient D acts as a scaling factor, which in effect, multiplies 
the original Rogers values of a,ß,y by «D» (i.e., this version of the model allows 
variations in the chemistry parameters appearing in the argument of exp). The 
best-fitting logarithmic transformation model of this type is: 

A =12.0395 

B = 0.100954 

C = -0.052313 

D = l 

F = 0.115821 

a = 0.048945 

ß = 0.154364 

y = -0.097889 

This log-transformed multiple regression model yields a residual standard devia- 
tion of 4.99 years, and coefficient of determination, r = 0.3555. 

The original product form of the model can also be restored with an inverse 
logarithmic transformation. Note that this model has <x,ß,y, which are equal to 
the original Rogers Model values scaled (multiplied) by 0.376498 (determined 
from regression analysis). The signs and magnitudes of the coefficients and the 
coefficient of determination all indicate that this model is physically valid 
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Third Variation 

The final variation in the new leak prediction model was obtained by -poking 
nations on the chemistry parameters, a,ß,y.  This model was derived by 

Z£Z session using Statistical It results * » *£ — an 
standard deviations (STDs) than the previous models, and the values 

coefficients are found to be: 

A =32.777810 

B = 0.085892 

C = -0.153936 

D = l 

F = 0.388414 

a = 0.082545 

ß = -0.004122 

y = -0.119086 

with a residual standard deviation of 4.81 years, and a multiple coefficient of 
To—on, r - 0.3828. As in the first two variations, ^^^ 
form of the model can also be restored with an inverse logarithms trans 

formation. 

As with the second variation model, the signs and magnitudes of the coefficients 
aid the coefficient of determination all indicate that this model » phystcally 

valid. 
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4  Discussion and Applications 

Figures 1 and 2 show the predicted leak age and the actual leak age plotted 
against the tank identity (WR Canadian USTs numbered 1 through 60) for the 
two valid models. 

The mean leak ages and variances predicted by both new models are in relatively 
good agreement with the raw data (observations) from the WR Canadian data 
set, as would be expected from regression analysis. For each of the new models 
Table 2 gives the predicted mean leak age of the sample and sample standard 
deviation for leaking tanks. Although data for only leaking tanks were used in 
generating these models, the validity of each model was tested by computing 
PLAs for the nonleaking tanks.   In both models presented here, the nonleaking 
tank data predicted PLAs that are generally higher than their inspection ages 
(denoted as "observations" in Table 2), as should be expected (i.e., these new 
models typically predict future leaks for «nonleaking tank data")     For the 
nonleaking tanks, the predicted mean leak age of the WR Canadian sample and 
sample standard deviation are given in Table 2. Furthermore, both models gave 
reasonable and believable values when extrapolated to extreme conditions (i e 
those that are the most and least conducive to corrosion), as provided by archival 
data given in Table 3. 

The relatively low coefficient of determination, V ranging from 0.3555 to 0 3828 
indicates that other factors not considered in these equations are involved. 
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 I 
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J££5SSSä2S5^5=ä ^m—• 
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ci„nro9  Aaevs tank identification for the 
pXted A ages3 using variation 3, the noniinear mode. 

WRCanadian USTs showing observed leak ages and 
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Table 2. Mean and standard deviations for predicted leak aaes ann »no »♦««» „« ■ 

UST Status; Raw 
Database(s) Used 

60 Leaking Canadian 
USTs 

60 Leaking Canadian 
USTs 

60 Leaking Canadian 
USTs 

83 Leaking (60 Cana- 
dian and 23 TM* USTs) 

83 Leaking 

(60 Canadian and 23 
TM USTs) 

83 Leaking (60 Cana- 
dian and 23 TM USTs) 

Nonleaking 

127 Canadian USTs 

Nonleaking 

127 Canadian USTs 

Nonleaking 

I 127 Canadian USTs 
*TM = TANKMAN. 

Data Source (Observations or 
Predictive Model) 

Observations 

(Age at Inspection) 

Predictive Model-Second 
Variation: Scaled (linear) Model 

Predictive Model-Third Variation: 
Nonlinear Model 

Observations 

(Age at Inspection) 

Predictive Model- 

Second Variation: Scaled 
(Linear) Model 

Predictive Model-Third Variation: 
Nonlinear Model 

Observations 

(Age at Inspection) 

Predictive Model-Second 
Variation: Scaled (Linear) Model 

Predictive Model-Third Variation: 
Nonlinear Model 

Mean 

(yr) 

18.22 

17.45 

18.22 

20.00 

18.57 

18.16 

14.69 

16.48 

18.72 

STD 

(yr) 

5.21 

2.13 

1.98 

9.34 

2.80 

1.94 

7.03 

1.93 

2.48 

Model Residual 
STD (yr) 

N/A 

5.16 

5.07 

N/A 

9.10 

9.88 

N/A. 

N/A 

N/A 

ÄLÄ^.sa?*E£y^Ä^mode'aM - -*- 

Case 
# (ohm-cm) 

Resistivity (R) j     Capacity (S) Thickness (T) 

In- (mm) 

Saturation 

Index 

(M) 

Sulphur 

Index 

(Su) 

Predicted 

Leak Age 

(Scaled Model) 

(yr) 

Predicted 

Leak Age 

(Nonlinear 
Model) (yr) 
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For example, the observed leak age in the raw data indicates only that the tanks 
."king at the time of inspection; it does not indicate the age at winch the 

tanks actually began to leak. 

Table 4 shows the correlation matrix for this data set, and indicates that R, pH 
!^d Su Ire the most significant regressors. Furthermore, the correlate mat™ 
talari yery strong correlation between T and S (a problem that was noted 

eari erTanu an apparently coincidental correlation of sorts between Su and T 
« tf le strong correlation between S and T, the regression eo.uat.ons may 
be Zonda ioned. Unfortunately, it appears that the operative corrosion mecha- 
nLms her require that both S and T be considered as independent predator 

"arameters; therefore, they were both treated accordingly in the regressions. 

Rogers (1990) indicated that when his initial model was «revised to reflect the 
taeag from initial perforation to detection,' the exponent of size (S) shifted to a 

"number. According to Rogers, the time lag '^f'TT^ 
the tendency of smaller UST leaks to he detected later *an leaks m iaxger UST, 
No further details on the "time lagged" revision are avaflable at this tune. 

Table 4. Correlation matrix tor parameters In the Canadian set .160 leaking USTs 

Variable 

UtL_ 
SAT 

Resistivity 

(R) 

1.00 

Su 

Age 

-0.05 

-0.11 

pH 
-0.05 

1.00 

-0.04 

-0.12 

0.05 

0.17 

0.12 

0.20 

SAT 

-0.11 
-0.04 

Su 

-0.12 

0.20 

1.00 

0.04 

0.19 

0.00 

0.16 

-0.21 

-0.06 

-0.20 

0.16 

Capacity 

(S) 

0.05 

0.04 

-0.21 

Age 

0.17 

0.19 

-0.06 

Thickness 

(T) 
0.12 

0.00 

1.00 

-0.29* 

-0.20 

-0.37* 

-0.29* 

1.00 

-0.08 

0.94* 

-0.20 

-0.08 

1.00 

0.03 

-0.20 

10.37* 

0.94* 

0.03 

1.00 

Note: Marked correlations (*) are significant at p<0.05000; N=60. 
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5  Validity of the New Models 

The validity of the revised Rogers models was further tested against an 
independent set of data taken from the USACERL TANKMAN (TM) database 
Unfortunately, the TM data contained no information on moisture content (M) or 
sulfide content (Su); however, for the 23 leaking tanks from the TM database 
arbitrary assignments were made for the saturation and sulfide indices (e.g.,' 
M - 0 and Su = 0).   These assignments may be justified because sous in the' 
areas where 21 out of 23 of these tanks were located (e.g., Fort Bliss, Texas) are 
generally drier and more often devoid of sulfides than are the sous in which the 
WR tanks were located (USDA, November 1971).    When the new predictive 
models (generated using the WR data for the 60 leaking tanks) were applied to 
the 23 TM leaking tanks, the average predicted leak age was about 7.5 to 8 years 
less than the average actual leak age.   When these models are applied to the 
integrated set of 83 leaking USTs (i.e., 60 leaking Canadian USTs from the WR 
database and 23 leaking USTs from the TM database), they predicted mean leak 
ages about 1 to 2 years earlier than observed mean leak age for the integrated 
set see Table 2). The correlation matrix for this integrated data set is shown in 
Table 5, and indicates that, again, size and thickness are highly correlated, and 
that pfi, Su, and M are also somewhat correlated. 

Next the data for 23 leaking tanks from the TM database were combined with 
the Rogers data for 60 leaking Canadian tanks, and a new predictive equation 
was generated by regressing the leak age parameter on the independent 
variables resistivity (R), capacity (S), wall thickness (T), and pH. 

The results of the nonlinear regression for the integrated set of data for the 83 
leaking tanks indicated similar regressed values for the exponents for R and S 
(based  on the multiplicative  model  in  Equation  7)  but higher regressed 
exponents for T and pH.   The nonlinear regression then yielded the Mowing 
resujxsc 

A =256.6 

B = 0.072624 

C = -0.194713 
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23 

D = l 

F = 0.862292 

a = 0.000392 

ß =-0.195012 

Y =-0.067732 

* j *      •    «nn r - 0 4554 and a residual standard deviation with a coefficient of determination, r - 0.4504, ana 

of 8.64 years. 

predictive equations when the ™ ^ ^ ^^ ^ 
con-elation matr* in Tabl   6Jt»d» ^^ ^ Eo8Sum 

than the lower limit of 1.5 predicted ^ nts of R and s 

and «o—°ff<^—oL hVZIXd in the regression analysis for 
did not vary significantly from tne vain correlation matrix 
the non-linear (third variation) model.   Indeed the «££» ters. 
indicates that R, pH, and Su are the more significant explanatory pa 

t    ,JU      t„A that Rossum indicates that the exponent ofT may not Finally, it should be noted that Rossum ma ^^ 
be a constant, hut may actually vary with sod W*J*»~ ,eak prediction 

North America. 

Table 5   Correlation matrix for parameters in the Canadian set of 60 ieaKing USTs integrated 
™the 2££2!£rt.nk. from the TANKMAN database. , 

L-^^j^^^ N=60. 
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6  Leak Probability Calculation 

Using Equations 7a and 7b with coefficients and STD for the nonlinear (third 
variation) model theprobability of leak at any age, Pr(Z), is equal to the area 
under the normal probability curve corresponding to z, where, 

z = [Age-PLA]/STD [Eq 10] 

where: 

Age = Current age 

PLA = Predicted age-at-leak (from Equation 7a, 7b) 

STD = Standard deviation of predicted leak age 

Pr (z) = Probability that leak has occurred at the age corresponding to z. 

statist- 0fWS ^V^ n0rmal CUrVe C3n be f0Und * tables F™*** * many statistical references (e.g., Guttman et al. 1971). For example, when «Age = PlI 

7, IV the
Af*

1StlC Z = -1' therefore>the Probability is 16 percent that the tank 

84      g' 1IfV PIA + STD'" thG StatiStiC ' = +*therefore' the probability 
s 84 percent that the tank is leaking. Using the above algorithm, the USTs are 

ranked according to a modified leak potential index (MLPI) numbers 1  2  3 

corresponding to Low, Medium, or High potential for leaking. '    '    ' 

Table 6 ülustiates how the z value calculated in Equation 10 relates to the 
probabihty of leaking and the MLPI assigned to that leak probability range. 

WtoWty"^^ POtemial ,ndex <MLP» "tings for USTs and corresponding ,eak 

MLPI (verbal) 

Low 

Medium 

High 

MLPI (numerical) Leak Probability 

< 50% 

50% to 84% 

>84% 

<0 

0to1 
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f +>,0 PT A prediction algorithm is based on the param- A rudimentary version of the PLA prediction    g = 

parameters resistivity, pH, moisture, anu» 

L available by «—. «• - ^£ ™^Sf l^L 
installed using informafron from the U.S. Geelogtcaj^ ?can 

BasrÄsasSS If required sou information is not listed in Appendix ßior 
tin the soil parameters for the nearest location will probably be useful. These 
options are summarized in flow chart format in Appendix C. 
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Summary for Steel and Concrete USTs 

Steel USTs 

A reused variation of the Rogers Leak Action/Probability Model for steel 
USTs has been developed. In this work, a thickness term was incorporated into 
the localized corrosion leak prediction model initially developed by Rogers which 
expressed age-at-leak as a function of soil parameters and taniopacity. Tne 
age at eak was assumed to be a normal random variable for which an expecta- 
t.on value can be predicted (to some degree) as a function of the soil and tank 
geometric parameters. The Canadian data set of 60 leaking taurts and 127 non- 
leaking tanks as provided by Rogers was analyzed by least squares multiple 

nST°n
trn

n0n^ear regreSSi0n ^ StatiStica md E*«*- P°r 60 leaking 
USTs for the Canadian data set, the resulting models expressed the age-at-leak 
as a function of the tank's original wall thickness and capacity, and the 
surrounding soil's resistivity, pH, moisture, and Sulfide content with the 
regression coefficient V ranging from 0.3555 to 0.3828 and residual standard 

*7" r"«u« *»» 607 <° «■" rears.   Partial confirmation of the new 

USACERL TANKMAN database; however, the TM data indicated a censiderably 
larger exponent for the thickness variable. »meraDiy 

The mean and variance of the predicted leak ages for the sample of 60 leaking 
tanks are m accordance with the observations.   Future leais are predicted for 
the currently nonlealdng tanks. The probability of a leak occurring at any given 
time can be determined by computing the area under the normS dis Jbmlon 
urve which then converts the probability into a model for ranking the potent 

of leaking at a grven age.   The ranking is given in the form of a modified leak 
potent   MLP,) number 1, 2, or 3, corresponding to low, medium, or^gh 
potential for leaking.   The only required input parameters are UST age and 
capacity (or wall thickness). The confidence in the MLPI can be improved if the 
sou parameters resistivity, pH, moisture, and Sulfide content are known.  These 

^UcZ    Z       °mnhe U-S' GMl0giCal S-ay resource giving the locationa 
which the UST.s „stalled (USDI 1970), and the WWW statlab database main- 
tained at Iowa State University, which provides the sou parameter informaZ 
on the specific soil series in question. Alternatively, a table of soil parameters for 
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W selected locations is provided in Appendix B and can be used to provide the 

necessary information for the PLA calculate. 

Concrete USTs 

«tP TTSTs do not suffer the same types of degradation as do the 
Generally, concrete Ubls do not sun« concen- 

4.   i TTQT*    However in severe environments (i.e., soils witn a mgi 
steel USTs.   However'm       extremely low 0r extremely high pH, or areas of 
tration of sulfates, soils with extremely ic deterioration (e.g., 

1968). 

Specifically, the factors to be considered in assessing the potential for deteriora- 

tion of concrete USTs are as follows: 

• soil pH< 4.5 
• soil pH > 9.0 
.    soil S04 concentration > 0.20 percent 

• freeze-thaw cycles 
.    time of exposure to the severe environment 

.    exposure to extreme seismic activity (accelerations > 5%g) 

(* 1 g = acceleration magnitude of 9.81 m/sec ) 

One of these deterioration factors, «^^^^^Ti 

where part of the structnre n above the ™£^£riJL from the Water 
map of frost line isobaths throngh the Umted States s avafiab 

Su^ev Atlas of the United States ^^J' t^a giv»tin I to 
determine if freeze-thaw degradatmn » hkely to  ccur m a*™ ^ 

examine nearby —feundatioas* — °^ ^ " e-thaw 
located above the frost line,  so they are ^ 

Cracked foundations and other above-surface damage couldlalso• *=*«££ 

aamaging effects of ^ —^K^ I^TÄ -~ 
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after it has be subjected to a severe seismic event. Figure 3 shows a seismic 
achvny map avaftable from the U.S. Geological Survey website, which may be 

accessed through "httpy/gldage.cr.usgs.gov/eq/flrnnaps/shtml).- Archival data 

Itittn     T °f *he UST kakage that Mc™ foUowü* seis™ —* » a result of loosened or ruptured pipe joints; therefore, steel USTs should also be 
momtored for leakage following seismic events having accelerations greater than 
5%g (Perkins and Wyatt 1990). 

Based on the above information, a concrete UST leak risk (CUSTLR) assessment 
procedure has been developed. It is based on an index for which 1 point is added 
as each threshold conchtion is exceeded. The computation of the CUSTLR Index 
proceeds as follows: 

Start with CUSTLR = 0 

If UST is older than 15 years 

If surrounding soil pH < 4.5 or if pH > 9.0 

If S04 concentration > 0.2percent (sulfide index =1) 

If freeze-thaw conditions exist 

addl 

addl 

addl 

addl 

If UST is subjected to extreme seismic activity with 
accelerations > 5% g (see seismic map in Figure 3) add x 

CUSTLR Index = TOTAL 

itaZ? B ^ "" "Sed * °btain the DeCeSSaiy S0U ta»™*» for the UST 

The CUSTLR Index is interpreted as follows: 

CUSTLR Leak Risk f0r Cnnrrpte TTST^, 

°-l Low 
2-3 Medium 
4"5 High 
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For example, for a concrete UST that has been in service for 20 years in a soil 
with a pH > 9.5, with S04 < 0.2, subject to freeze-thaw, but not subject to seismic 

activity, the CUSTLR Index rank is 3. 

Peak Acceleration (%g) with 10% Probability of Exceedance in 50 Years 

$0, site: NEHRP B-C boundary 

-80' 

-100" -90* 

U.S. Geological Survey 
National Seismic Hazard Mapping Project 

180 
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1 
0 

Figure 3. Seismic activity map. 
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8  Testing the New Model With FUDS Field 
Data: Results/Revisions 

The new MLPI was evaluated against FUDS field data, provided as a set of 
minimal information on 49 USTs, 19 of which were known to be leaking. These 
leaking USTs were found in eight different sites, representing three U.S. states 
(see Appendix D). To yield a statistically significant test of the model, the data to 
be tested must provide a wide distribution of values over the range for which the 
model is to be used. Otherwise, the equations that comprise the regression 
matrix will be "ill-conditioned," and the resulting model will not be robust. 

Unfortunately, in the FUDS field data currently available, the leak/inspection 
ages for 75 percent of the test USTs are not well-defined (e.g., the information 
received indicated that the USTs were buried in the "early 1940s" or "early 
1950s"; so about 50 percent of these USTs are the same approximate age (40 
years). More than half of these USTs were of the same age, were buried in the 
same city or county, and apparently would be subjected to very similar soil 
properties. The only adequate variations in these data are the capacities (from 
which the thicknesses are also determined). A wider range of variance in the age 
and location data would be desired to be able to ascertain the model's robustness. 
Of course, for the case at hand, the most important question is: "Does this 
particular set of field data accurately represent a reasonable cross-section of the 
actual FUDS USTs to be classified?" 

The newly revised MLPI was evaluated on its ability to successfully predict low, 
medium, or high likelihood of UST leakage. Following the standard practice of 
hypothesis testing, a "null" hypothesis was formulated, and Type I and Type II 
Errors were assessed against the null hypothesis as follows: 

• The null hypothesis is the UST is NOT leaking. 

• Type I error = reject the null hypothesis when it is true (i.e., report the UST 
as "leaking" when it is NOT leaking). 

• Type II error = accept the null hypothesis when it is false   (i.e., report the 
UST as "NOT leaking" when it is leaking). 
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For this project, two new error categories have been developed: 

• "0" meaning "no error", i.e, "correct prediction." 

• "T" meaning "tossup," since the tank has a Level 2 chance of leaking and, 
therefore, is most likely not leaking at this time, but the prediction indicates 

that its leak age is imminent. 

Table 7 explains these types of errors and their use in hypothesis testing. 

The MLPI model was then re-evaluated, and had to be rescaled to accommodate 
the new data, with a bias toward not committing any Type II errors, so tanks 
that were leaking would not be reported as honleaking. The model was further 
adjusted by using STDs from a set of 97 leaking USTs in the TANKMAN 
database with an average leak age and leak age standard deviation were 
determined as a function of the tank wall thickness, as shown in Table 8. When 
these adjustments were made, the MLPI was re-evaluated. The results are 

shown in Table 9. 

Table 7. Explanation of types of errors in hypothesis testing of FUDS MLPI with FUDS field data. 

MLPI Is UST Leaking? Type Error 

1 YES II 

2 YES 0 

3 YES 0 

1 NO 0 

2 NO T 

3 NO I 

Table 8. Standard deviation in UST predicted leak age as a 
function of UST shell thickness and capacity. 

Tank Capacity 

(gal)' 

Shell Thickness 
(in.)b 

Standard 
Deviation 

< 285 0.078 15 

286 to 550 0.109 13.45 

551 to 1,500 0.141 14.38 

1,501 to 4,000 0.188 12.98 

4,001 to 11,600 0.250 11.07 

11,601 to 20,000 0.313 10.4 

20,001 to 30,000 0.375 10 

30,001 to 100,000 0.500 10 

>100,000 0.625 10 
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Table 9. MLPI model evaluation. 

"0" Errors (%) Type 1 Errors (%) Type II Errors (%) Type "T" Errors (%) 

47 6 0 47 

Thus, the FUDS leak prediction model finally chosen as a result of this study 
was the hybrid model generated with the data for 60 leaking USTs from the 
Warren Rogers database, and data from the 23 leaking USTs from the 
TANKMAN database, with the constant term adjusted upwards by a factor of 
1.66 in order to fit the FUDS field data provided. 

The final MLPI is now given as: 

PLA = ARBScTF[exp(apH+ ßM+ ySu)] 

where: 

A =425, 

B = 0.072624 

C = -0.194713 

F = 0.862292 

a = 0.000392 

p =-0.195012 

y =-0.067732 

with the STD given in Table 8. 

The variables S, T, R, pH, M, Su are defined as: 

PLA = Predicted Leak Age (years) 

S = tank capacity (gallons) 

T = tank's original wall (shell) thickness (inches) 
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R = soil resistivity R (ohm-cm) 

pH = pH (dimensionless) 

M = relative moisture content (dimensionless, 1, or 0) 

Su = relative sulfide content (dimensionless, 1, or 0). 

Also note that: 

M = 1 if the soil >28%; otherwise, M = 0 

Su = 1 if sulfide content > 0.5 ppm; otherwise, Su = 0. 

Using the UST's PLA value and the relevant STD, the z-statistic may be 
calculated in accordance with Equation 10, and the MLPI may be determined 
from Table 6. 
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9  Conclusions and Recommendations 

Conclusions 

Leak risk assessment indices for steel and concrete USTs have been developed. 
The modified leak potential index (MLPI) algorithms for steel and concrete USTs 
given in this report are relatively easy to use, and are expected to be easy to 
incorporate into electronic databases. The MLPI prediction models can be used 
as part of a triage program to prioritize the order in which tanks should be 
removed. The MLPI can be further modified as new UST leak and surrounding 
soil data are accumulated. 

Recommendations 

It is suggested that the LPI model and protocol be incorporated into U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers' standing procedures for selection and prioritization of UST 
removals at FUDS. 

More information on the various soil series (and associated taxonomic classifica- 
tions) in the United States is expected to be available in the near future, perhaps 
in a convenient personal computer (PC) accessible database. Based on this 
information and on the combination of data capabilities currently available (both 
in print and on PC), it is recommended that a single database ultimately be 
developed to automatically provide the actual, necessary soil parameters for the 
given location in question in order to computer the MLPI for a UST at that 
location. 
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Appendix A: Mathematical Abbreviations 
and Acronyms 

Mathematical Abbreviations 

A, B, C, D, F        Constants to be determined by regression analysis 

Age Age ofUST at the time of inspection (years) 

a, ß, Y chemistry parameters 

E chemistry term of the Leak Prediction Model 

= exp(apH + ßM + ySu) 

f, g unspecified (generic) mathematical functions 

g = acceleration due to gravity = 32 ft/sec2 

(when used in seismic events context in this report) 

k constant in the Romanoff Equation 

PLA Predicted Leak Age of UST when first leak occurs (in years) 

M 1 if soil moisture >28%; 0 otherwise 

MGP MicroGPIPER Equation 

N exponent in the Romanoff Equation 

Ps Probability of Survival 

Pr(z) probability that leak has occurred 
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p maximum pit depth 

pH pH of the soil (dimensionless) 

R Resistivity (ohm-cm) 

r regression coefficient 

Su 1 if sulfide content >0.5 ppm, 0 otherwise 

S Tank Capacity (gallons) 

STD standard deviation 

T wall (or "shell") thickness (UST or pipe) (in.) 

t time of exposure to corrosive environment 

WR Warren Rogers Equation 

z statistical variable 

Other Acronyms and Abbreviations 

ABAG Association of Bay Area Governments 

Ave Arithmetic Mean 

BTEX Benzene, Toluene, Ethylbenzene, Xylene 

CHF Contaminant Hazard Factor 

CON/HTRW Containerized Hazardous Toxic Radioactive Waste 

CUSTLR Concrete UST Leak Risk 

FUDS Formerly Used Defense Sites 

LPI Leak Potential Index 
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MLPI 
Modified Leak Potential Index 

MPF 
Migration Pathway Factor 

PLA 
Predicted Leak Age (of UST) 

POL 
Petroleum, Oil, Lubricants 

RF Receptor Factor 

STD 
Standard Deviation 

UST 
underground storage tank 

WR 
Warren Rogers (Leak Age Prediction Equation) 
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Appendix B: Soil Types and Relevant 
Parameters for Selected U.S. Locations 

Site  State 

Alabama 

City/County Soil Type 

Mobile 

2    Arizona        Phoenix 

Arizona 

Kalmia fine sandy      8,290 

loam 

Mohave fine        I      232 

gravelly loam          

Gilaclay 

Dublin Clay 

I adobe 

5   | California    | Los Angeles     lHanfordfine 

sandy loam 

Hanford very fine 

[sandy loam 

8 

California     LnsAnr^««.   JRomona|nam 

10 (California    (Tranquillity Merced clay 

I adobe 
11 California     Cholame Irwsc 

,12    California     Wilmington       Uin.e,,,.^ 

_13    California      Buttonwiiiow      Merced silt mam 

J.4    California     LosAngeles     Lin^^, 

15 (California    |Fresno Fresnofine 

 (sandy loam 
16 (California    (Fresno (Fresnofine 

 sandy loam 
17 |Calif°™a    (Kernell Fresnofine 

I sandy loam 
18 (California    |NiJand |imperial clay 

.(mod, alkali) 

(Merced silt loam 

I Montezuma clay 

I adobe 
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Site 

# 

State City/County Soil Type Resistivity 

(Ohm-cm) 

pH Sulfate 

Concentration 

Sulfate 

Index 

Moisture 

Index 

19 California Niland Imperial clay 

(mod. alkali) 

102 7.4 4.06 1 0 

20 California Los Banos Merced clay 320 9.2 1.57 1 0 

21 California Tranquillity Merced clay loam 

adobe 

106 8.5 46.53 1 0 

22 California Niland Niland gravelly 

sand (low alkali) 

273 7.3 0.86 1 0 

23 California Long Beach Hanford fine 

sandy loam 

553 8.9 ? 1 0 

24 California Mendota Merced clay loam 61 8.9 ? 1 0 

25 California Cholame Docas clay 155 8.4 ? 1 0 

26 California Los Angeles White alkali soil 93 7.3 9 1 0 

27 California Los Anqeles Black alkali soil 1,700 9.2 ? 1 0 

28 California Mendota Panoche clay 

loam 

552 7.4 4.4 1 0 

29 Colorado Denver Unidentified 

sandy loam 

1,500 7 0 0 0 

30 Colorado Rocky Ford Otero clay loam 436 7.3 26.22 1 0 

31 Colorado Grand Junction Billings silt loam 261 7.3 22.48 1 0 

32 Colorado Grand Junction Billings silt loam 103 7.3 36.82 1 0 

33 Colorado Grand Junction Billings silt loam 81 7.3 25.7 1 0 

34 Delaware Wilmington Sassafras silt 

loam 

7,440 5.6 0 0 1 

35 Florida Jacksonville Norfolk fine sand 20,500 4.7 0 0 

36 Florida Jacksonville St. John's fine 

sand 

11,200 3.8 0 0 

37 Florida Pensacola Norfolk sand 34,400 5.7 0 0 

38 Florida Tampa Norfolk sand 16,400 4.8 0 0 

39 Florida W. Palm Beach Muck 1,180 4.3 ? 1 

40 Florida Miami Muck 1,650 5.7 ? 1 

41 Georqia Atlanta Cecil Clay Loam 300,000 5.2 0 0 

42 Georqia Atlanta Cecil clay loam 17,790 4.8 0 0 

43 Georqia Macon Cecil clay loam 28,000 4.8 0 0 

44 Georgia Atlanta Cecil gravelly 

loam 

44,400 4.9 0.18 0 

45 Georqia Atlanta Cecil clay loam 43,800 5.8 ? 1 1 
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Site 

# 

State City/County Soil Type Resistivity 

(Ohm-cm) 

pH Sulfate 

Concentration 

Sulfate 

Index 

Moisture 

Index 

46 Illinois East St. Louis Wabash silty clay 

loam 

521 6.8 1.99 1 1 

47 Illinois Mt'. Auburn Muscatine silt 

loam 

? 6.1 ? 1 1 

48 Indiana Preble Miami silt loam 2,200 6.3 ? 1 1 

49 Iowa Des Moines Lindley silt loam 1,970 4.6 0.15 0 1 

50 Iowa Davenport Muscatine silt 

loam 

1,300 7 0.21 0 1 

51 Kansas Arkansas City Oswego silt loam 1,295 7 ? 0 

52 Kansas Caney Oswego silt loam 3,510 5.4 ? 0 

53 Louisiana Bunkie Miller clay 570 6.6 1.51 

54 Louisiana New Orleans Muck 1,270 4.2 2.3 

55 Louisiana New Orleans Sharkey clay 970 6 0.28 

56 Louisiana New Orleans Muck 712 4.8 2.54 

57 Louisiana New Orleans Sharkey clay 943 6.8 0.91 

58 Louisiana Shreveport Susquehanna 

clay 

6,840 4.1 0 0 

59 Louisiana Shreveport Susquehanna 

sandy clay loam 

577 3.9 0 0 

60 Louisiana Bunkie Miller clay 674 7.9 9 1 

61 Louisiana Shreveport Susquehanna 

clay 

6,840 4.6 ? 1 

62 Louisiana Shreveport Miller clay 870 7.4 ? 1 

63 Maryland Loch Raven Hagerstown 

Loam 

11,000 5.3 0 0 

64 Maryland Loch Raven Hagerstown loam 5,210 5.8 0 0 

65 Massachu- 

setts 

Middleboro Gloucester 

Sandy Loam 

7,460 6.6 0 0 

66 Massachu- 

setts 

Norwood Merrimac gravelly 

sandy loam 

11,400 12.6 0 0 

67 Massachu- 

setts 

Brockton Tidal marsh 44 3.6 ? 1 

68 Michigan Kalamazoo Carlisle muck 1,660 5.6 1.04 1 

69 Minnesota St. Paul Hempstead silt 

loam 

3,520 6.2 0 0 

70 Mississippi Meridian Ruston sandy 

loam                   I 

11,200 4.5 0 0 1 
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Site 

# 

State City/County Soil Type Resistivity 

(Ohm-cm) 

pH Sulfate 

Concentration 

Sulfate 

Index 

Moisture 

Index 

71 Mississippi Meridian Susquehanna 

clay 

13,700 4.7 0 0 

72 Mississippi Meridian Susquehanna 

clay 

6,920 4.5 0 0 

73 Mississippi Louisville Susquehanna 

clay 

9,390 4.3 0.05 0 

74 Mississippi Vicksburg Memphis silt 

loam 

3,450 6.9 0 0 

75 Missouri Kansas City Marshall silt loam 2,370 9.5 0 0 

76 Missouri Kansas City Summit silt loam 1,320 5.5 0.16 0 

77 Missouri Kansas City Marshall silt loam 3,150 6.5 ? 1 

78 Nebraska Omaha Knox silt loam 1,410 7.3 0.46 1 

79 Nebraska Omaha Wabash silt loam 1,000 5.8 0.41 1 0 

80 New Jersey Camden Sassafras 

gravelly sandy 

loam 

38,600 4.5 0 0 

81 New Jersey Elizabeth Tidal marsh 60 3.1 37 1 

82 New Jersey Atlantic City Tidal marsh 32 3 ? 1 

83 New 

Mexico 

Albuquerque Unidentified silt 

loam 

379 8.4 5.58 1 0 

84 New York Rochester Ontario loam 5,700 7.3 0.42 1 

85 North 

Carolina 

Charlotte Cecil clay 8,500 4.6 0 0 

86 North 

Carolina 

Salisbury Cecil clay loam 25,000 4.8 0 0 

87 North 

Carolina 

Raleigh Cecil fine sandy 

loam 

54,400 4.8 0 0 

88 North 

Carolina 

Raleigh Cecil clay loam 16,000 6.9 ? 1 

89 North 

Dakota 

Fargo Fargo Clay Loam 350 7.6 0 0 0 

90 Ohio Cincinnati Maddox Silt 

Loam 

2,120 4.4 4.43 1 

91 Ohio Sidney Genesee Silt 

Loam 

2,820 6.8 0 0 

92 Ohio Cleveland Mahoning silt 

loam 

2,870 7.5 0 0 
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Site 

# 

State City/County Soil Type Resistivity 

(Ohm-cm) 

pH Sulfate 

Concentration 

Sulfate 

Index 

Moisture 

Index 

93 Ohio Springfield Miami silt loam 2,980 7.3 0.12 0 1 

94 Ohio Cincinnati Fairmount silt 886 7 9.05 1 1 

95 Ohio Plymouth Rifle peat 218 2.6 56.7 1 1 

96 Ohio West 

Austintown 

Mahoning silt 

loam 

2,582 7.1 0.27 1 1 

97 Ohio Deerfield Papakating silty 

clay loam 

762 7.2 11.58 1 1 

98 Ohio Cleveland Allis Silt Loam 1,215 7 0.83 1 1 

99 Oklahoma Council Hill Unidentified 5,180 5.5 ? 1 0 

100 Oklahoma Skiatook Unidentified 440 5.2 ? 1 0 

101 Pennsyl- 

vania 

Jenkintown Chester Loam 6,670 5.6 0 0 1 

102 Pennsyl- 

vania 

Norristown Pennsylvania silt 

loam 

4,900 6.7 0 0 1 

103 Pennsyl- 

vania 

Chambersburg Hagerstown loam 5,090 6.4 ? 1 1 

104 Pennsyl- 

vania 

Pittsburgh Cinders 730 5.5 ? 1 1 

105 South 

Carolina 

Charlestown Tidal marsh 84 6.9 36.6 1 1 

106 Tennessee Memphis Memphis silt 

loam 

5,150 9.7 0 0 1 

107 Texas Dallas Bell Clay 684 7.3 0.18 0 0 

108 Texas San Antonio Houston black 

clay 

489 7.5 0.73 1 0 

109 Texas Spindletop Acadia clay 490 6.2 22 1 1 

110 Texas League City Lake Charles 

clay loam 

234 8.8 1.26 1 1 

111 Texas El Vista Lake Charles 

clay 

406 7.1 3.04 1 0 

112 Texas Latex Caddo fine sandy 

loam 

821 4.5 0.74 1 0 

113 Texas El Vista Lake Charles 

clay 

320 7.4 0.63 1 1 

114 Texas Troup Susquehanna 

clay 

4,460 4.1 0 0 1 

115 Texas Temple Bell clay              | 947 8.4 ? 1 0 
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Site 

# 

State City/County Soil Type Resistivity 

(Ohm-cm) 

pH Sulfate 

Concentration 

Sulfate 

Index 

Moisture 

Index 

116 Texas Beaumont Lake Charles 

clay 

495 7.1 ? 1 0 

117 Texas League City Lake Charles 

clay 

1,485 7.2 ? 1 0 

118 Texas Spindletop 

Gully 

Acadia clay 259' 5.4 ? 1 O 

119 Texas Bryan Miller clay 1,000 7.2 ? 1 0 

120 Utah Salt Lake City Unidentified silt 

loam 

1,770 7.6 0.18 0 0 

121 Virginia Alexandria Keyport loam 5,980 4.5 0.25 1 1 

122 Washington Seattle Everett gravelly 

sandy loam 

45,100 5.9 0 0 1 

123 Wisconsin Milwaukee Miami Clay loam 1,780 4.7 0.1 0 1 

124 Wisconsin Milwaukee Peat 800 6.8 2.13 1 1 

125 Wisconsin Milwaukee Cinders 455 7.6 2.89 1 1 

126 Wisconsin Milwaukee Cinders 380 8 ? 1 1 

127 Wyoming Casper Unidentified alkali 

soil 

263 7.4 11.98 1 0 
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Appendix C: Flow Charts for MLPI 
Calculations 
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Protocol 1 

Use Average Soil 
Parameters 

NO 

Identify UST geometric and 
soil parameters 

Calculate PLA 

Calculate z statistic 

Calculate MLPI 

     T      

(        END        ) 

Use Table 1 To Calculate 
Wall Thickness 
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Identify UST Geometric and 
Soil parameters 

Protocol 2 

Determine Soil Series 
from USDA or State 

Soil Surveys 
NO 

Use Iowa State University or USDA 
NRCS Soils Databases to determine 

necessary Soil Parameters 

http://www.statlab.iastate.edu/soils 
http://www.ncg.nrcs.usda.gov/muir.html 

Use Table 1 To Calculate 
Wall Thickness 

Calculate PLA 

Calculate z statistic 

Calculate MLPI 

f       END ) 
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Protocol 3 

Use Soil Parameters 
in Appendix B 

Identify UST Geometric and 
Soil Parameters 

Calculate PLA 

Calculate z statistic 

Calculate MLPI 

f       END        \ 

NO Use Table 1 To Calculate 
Wall Thickness 

>«  
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Appendix D: Data Used for FUDS Test 

Information on FUDS USTs in the Little Rock District 

Southwestern Proving Ground, K06AK005102, 
one 5,000-gal tank, wall thickness unknown, Hope, 
Hempstead Co., Arkansas, tank age estimated to 
be over 50 years, not leaking. 

Army/Navy Hospital Hot Springs, K06AR012001, 
one 15,000-gal and three 5,000-gal tanks, wall 
thickness unknown, Hot Springs, Garland Co., 
Arkansas, tank age estimated to be over 50 years, 
not leaking. 

Little Rock Communications Transmitter, 
K06AR061401, two 2,000-gal tanks, wall 
thickness unknown, Jacksonville, Pulaski Co., 
Arkansas, tank age estimated to be over 50 years, 
not leaking. 

Data From the Fort Worth and Albuquerque Districts 

Fort Worth District 

Fort Wolters AAF, K06tx003408 
Mineral Wells, Palo Pinto County, TX 

Three 12,000-gal tanks - did not leak 
Age: early 1950s 
Wall thickness - unknown. 
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23 5,000-gal tanks -13 leaked 
Age: early 1950s 
Wall thickness -unknown. 

James Connaly AFB, K06TX0022000 
Waco, McLennan County, TX 

Two 25,000-gal tanks did not leak 
Age: early 1940s 
Wall thickness - unknown. 

Four 12,000-gal tanks, 2 leaked 

Age: early 1940s 
Wall thickness - unknown. 

One 10,000-gal tank, did not leak 
Age: early 1940s 
Wall thickness - unknown. 

Three 1,000-gal tanks, 2 leaked 
Age: early 1940s 
Wall thickness- unknown. 

One 500-gal tank, leaked 
Age: early 1940s 
Wall thickness - unknown. 

One 300-gal tank, did not leak 
Age: early 1940s 
Wall thickness -unknown. 

Comstock Gap Filler Annex, K06TX027401 
Comstock, Val Verde County, TX 

One 3,000-gal tank, did not leak 
Age: 1957 
Wall thickness: unknown. 
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Albuquerque District 

Tank Removals at former Walker AFB, NM 
INPR # K00NM005200 

Tank #1 
Size: 25,000 gal 
Wall thickness: 5/16 in. 
Location: Roswell, Chaves, NM 
Age of tank: Installed 1962, last used: 1985 
Leaked? No 

Tank #2 
Size: 8,000 gal 
Wall thickness: 5/16 in. 
Location: Roswell, Chaves, NM 
Age of tank: Installed 1962, last used: 1969 
Leaked? No 

Tank #3 
Size: 300 gal 
Wall thickness: 0.135 in. 
Location: Roswell, Chaves, NM 
Age of tank: Installed 1950, last used: 1969 
Leaked? Yes 
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